I. Gramatická část:
Přečtěte si větu a v odpovědním listu označte křížkem správnou variantu A, B, C nebo D.
1
If I ….. you, I would try again.
A) had been
B) hadn´t been
C) were
D) would be
2
I wish I ..... a car. It would make life so much easier these days.
A) have
B) had
C) would have
D) had had
3
He saw the plane ….. into the sea when its engines failed.
A) to crash
B) crash
C) to have crashed
D) to be crashed
4
Do you think we ….. stay?
A) should have
B) should
C) ought
D) have
5
I couldn’t sleep ..... very tired.
A) although I was
B) despite I was
C) even though being D) in spite I was
6
I ..... the plane would be 30 minutes late.
A) am telling
B) was told
C) told
D) have been telling
7
Last month she said she ….. come to see me the next day.
A) will
B) would
C) would have
D) will be able to
8
I asked her why ..... .
A) she was upset
B) was she upset
C) she upset
D) is she upset
9
Dylan ..... just as Annie was sitting down to a hurried meal.
A) arrived
B) has arrived
C) arrives
D) was arrived
10
La Tomatina, ..... takes place in Spain each summer, is the world´s largest food fight.
A) (-)
B) which
C) that
D) where

II. Lexikální
Přečtěte si větu a v odpovědním listu označte křížkem správnou variantu A, B, C nebo D.

In order to ….. with his studies he worked through the summer.
A) take on
B) catch on
C) catch up
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12

A)
13

A)
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A)
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A)

D) take up

You must take ….. account the financial benefits of the scheme.
into
B) out
C) from
D) over
The manager did not offer him the job because of his untidy ….. .
sight
B) look
C) presence
D) appearance
….. from anything else, she is always late for work.
Not only
B) As well
C) Apart
D) Except
A: "You don´t really like Wagner´s music, do you?" B: "No, I simply can´t ….. it."
stand
B) support
C) do
D) resist

IIIa. Textová část:
Přečtěte si následující text a v odpovědním listu označte křížkem správnou variantu A, B, C nebo D.

Good press photographers must have an ‘eye’ for news, (16) ….. journalists must have a ‘nose’
for a good story. They must be able to interpret a story and decide rapidly how they can take (17)
….. of the best opportunities to take pictures. The most difficult part of a press photographer’s
job is that he or she has to be able to (18) ….. a complicated situation with just one photograph.
They rarely have second (19) ….. and must be able to take the required (20) ….. very quickly.
Indeed, speed is essential - if the photographers are not ready for the printing deadline, they are unlikely
to be of any (21) ….. .

16

A) alike

B) similar to

C) exactly

D) just as

B) benefit

C) gain

D) advantage

B) put out

C) sum up

D) turn out

B) occasions

C) possibilities

D) moments

B) shot

C) scene

D) illustration

B) gain

C) employment

D) use
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A) profit
18

A) draw up
19

A) chances
20

A) image
21

A) role
IIIb. Textová část:

Přečtěte si následující text, vyberte chybějící věty nebo části vět z nabídky pod textem a v odpovědním listu označte křížkem správnou
variantu A, B, C nebo D.

From time to time the present age is criticised, (22) ….. strictness of earlier periods.
Such charges are (23) ….. is most of the same kind of criticism that is common to every generation of
man's history. They have been repeated ever since man began to strive consciously (24) ..… of his
undisciplined impulses. One need only to consult the men of the present generation and the still living
representatives of the past generation, (25) ….. of our time.
22-25

A)
B)
C)
D)

as crude and as groundless as
for other ends than the momentary gratification
as if its corruption contrasted with the moral
to be assured that bad conduct at school is not characteristic

IIIc. Textová část:
V očíslovaných větách následujícího textu jsou podtrženy čtyři výrazy. Z každé čtveřice výrazů vyberte jeden, který je třeba opravit, aby věta
byla správně. Zvolenou odpověď označte v odpovědním listu křížkem.

(26) From archaeological evidence, we know that the Egyptians were highly organized, civilized, and
skillfully in using crafts. (27) For example, the Egyptians may used copper as early as 5,000 years
before Christ. (28) All Middle East people believed in life after death, but the Egyptians of ages past
carried this idea further than any ancient civilization. (29) Not only did the Egyptians preserve the dead
bodies of important people, but they also buried with the dead person every which object he
might possibly use in an afterlife. (30) The funerals of Egyptian rulers were spectacular – while in
Mesopotamia kings were regarded as the servants of the gods, in Egypt the pharaoh was thought he was
divine.
26
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29
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A) From
B) highly organized
A) the
B) may used
A) believed in B) carried
A) did the Egyptians preserve
D) might possibly
A) while
B) were regarded as

C) skillfully
C) as early as
C) further
B) with the dead person

D) in using
D) before Christ
D) any ancient civilization
C) every which object

C) of the gods

D) he was
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